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 The design ensures that communities 
affected by the issue being studied, 
representatives of organizations and 
researchers, are fundamentally engaged in all 
aspects of the research process.  

 each person’s contribution to the co-creation 
of knowledge is valued, irrespective of the 
type of knowledge they bring 

 relationship building is the essential element 
for critical enquiry/generating change  
 



 to exclude the voices of those with lived 
experience in relation to the issue or practice 
being researched, challenges our notions of the 
moral, the fair and the just.  
 if authentic voice is not afforded to the currently 

marginalised, issues relating to their lives are 
over-shadowed by the voices of others who may 
have different experiences, needs and interests.  
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 knowledge constructed without the active 
participation of those with real lived 
experience can only ever be partial  

 knowledge constructed from undisturbed 
understandings of practice is less likely to 
hold the potential for change  

 shared learning means that the new 
knowledge lies with those who can make 
changes 
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 remaining aloof as a so-called ‘objective’ 
observer, risks: 

 
 …the worst kind of subjectivism – the objective 

observer is likely to fill in the process of 
interpretation with his own surmises in place of 
catching the process as it occurs in the experience 
of the acting unit which uses it.  
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 Research that is designed by somebody who 
then goes and interviews participants, even if 
that somebody comes from the same 
community. 

 Research that has service users on the 
advisory board for the research 

 Research that co-opts people to carry out the 
data gathering on behalf of external 
researchers 

 Research that uses a participatory method 
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Methodology
(Modified Delphi Technique)

Interviews, photography, mapping, diaries etc
Group activities undertaken with each participant group separately 

Mixed Focus group to verify themes
and highlight different view points

Big Conversation Day
Final verification &

How can the findings be implemented in 
practice?

Data 
analysis

Data 
analysis

Dissemination
Practice, DoH policy, Trust policy

Data 
analysis
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 Social Justice 
 Rigour 
 Punctures rhetoric 
 Improves quality of knowledge generated 
 Is meaningful to those who it has an impact 

upon 
 Has impetus for change built into it  
 Powerful dissemination 
 Builds capacity 
 Has unexpected impacts 
 Impact is more likely to be sustainable 



 Collaborative discussion and critique 
 
 pushes at boundaries – really makes people think (together)  
 digs into tacit underpinnings that frame perceptions of 

reality 
 challenges current orthodoxies: things we currently believe 

to be vitally important for practice 
 Pulls apart rhetoric and well rehearsed notions of practice 

 
 Leads to the re-examination and sometimes relinquishing of 

ways of thinking and practicing 
 

 What is known cannot be unknown – has a direct effect on 
behaviour 
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